
  

 

YOUTHWORKS PH POLICY RESEARCH GRANT APPLICATION FORM 

Instructions: 

1. All applicants (individual, organization/agency, research consortium) are required to complete and submit this 
application form. 

2. All the attachments referenced in this application form and the Terms of Reference are required parts of the 
application and must be complied with and attached to this application form upon submission. 

3. Part of the application process is to obtain a Data Universal Number System (DUNS) – a unique nine-character number 
that is used by the US Federal Government to track how federal money is distributed and allocated. In consideration of 
this, all applicants are required to obtain a DUNS number to be submitted together with this application form. 
Applicants can request and register for a DUNS number through this website: 
http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform/displayHomePage.do 

4. As a requirement of USAID, successful applicants must register under the System for Award Management (SAM) 
without any active exclusion from conducting business with the United States government. Registration under SAM 
can be done online and takes approximately three weeks. Applicants must take the SAM application into consideration 
when proposing the timeline of deliverables for the project. A formal grant notice can only be issued upon compliance 
with this requirement. A quick start guide for new foreign registrations for SAM can be accessed through this link: 
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/SAM-Quick-Start-Guide-for-New-Registrations.pdf 

PART 1: Application Form 

Date of application:  
Name of applicant:  
Address of applicant: 
 

 

DUNS Number: 
(if available) 

 

Names and designations of officers/focal staff to represent the applicant and his/her alternate: 
(a) Authorized Officer: 

 
(b) Alternate: 

 
Proposed Budget:  
Proposed Timeframe:  
Signature: 
 

 

Name: 
 

 

Designation: 
 

 

 



  

 

PART 2: Required Documents and Attachments for Submission 

The following documents, together with the application form must be submitted no later than 5:00pm 
of 14 December 2018.  
 

1. Profile of the academic institution / organization. 
2. List and description of similar researches undertaken  
3. Detailed Technical Proposal. Applicants should use their technical expertise to propose 

how to meet the requirements of the Terms of Reference (ToR) and may provide 
justification for their choices as they see fit within the requirements of the ToR.  The Cover 
Page, Acronyms List, Table of Contents, and required attachments to the Technical 
Proposal. The following instructions provides all of the information needed to complete 
the Technical Proposal.  Technical Proposal must include: 

 
a) An abstract. The abstract must  summarize the proposed project, including, but not 

limited to, the scope of the project and proposed outputs.  The description of the 
proposed project must include the applicant’s name, project title, and the funding 
level requested.  

b) Table of Contents. The table of contents must list all required documents and include 
their corresponding page numbers.  

c) Narrative. The narrative must describe in detail the applicant’s response to the call for 
applications and the ToR.   

d) Project Design. Applicants must propose a strategy to achieve the project-level 
objective and expected outputs outlined in the ToR. Applicants must demonstrate 
how their proposed strategies will fill identified needs and achieve the identified 
objective and expected outputs. Applicants may suggest additional outputs and a 
rationale for how they contribute to the achievement of the project’s overall objective. 
Applicants should also identify any potential barriers and describe how the project will 
be able to overcome those barriers.  The  project design ay be presented by following 
the outline below: 

- Introduction 
- Background 
- Research Design and Framework of Analysis 
- Activity Design and Program Flow of the RTD/Policy Forums 
- Risks and proposed mitigation 
- Audience and plan for dissemination 
- Detailed Work Plan, Timeline and activities 

4. Detailed Financial Proposal, including breakdown of: 
a) Staff salaries 
b) Consultant fees 
c) Travel and subsistence 



  

 
d) Data collection 
e) Dissemination, lay-out, final packaging of report 

5. Curriculum Vitae of proposed Research Manager to be assigned to the research  
6. Curriculum Vitae of proposed researchers  

 

YouthWorks PH Policy Research Grant 
Grant Application Guidelines and Terms of Reference 

 

I. Rationale 
YouthWorks PH, a five-year, private-sector led initiative that aims to improve the relevance and quality 
of workforce development (WFD) programs for marginalized and at-risk youth not in employment, 
education and training (NEET), announces the availability of a PHP 4.4 million YouthWorks PH Policy 
Research Grant.  

The objectives of this research grant includes: (1) an evidence-building mechanism for advocacy efforts 
with partners in government and industry; (2) a venue for regular and thoughtful conversation between 
government, industry and academe (through policy roundtable discussions); (3) a way to contribute to 
the ongoing discourse on youth NEET and workforce development trends and challenges; (4) a resource 
to refine work-based training interventions, and; (5) a means to document findings prior to, during, and 
after the efforts of YouthWorks PH in its workforce development initiatives 

The duration of the YouthWorks PH Policy Research Grant will be for a maximum of 5 years (60 months). 
However, applicants may elect to apply on a per theme basis, the timeframe of which shall be agreed 
upon with YouthWorks PH project team. Key activities on the policy research grant include publication 
of discussion papers and conduct of policy roundtable discussions. 

II. Background 
Many societies have recognized the role of the private sector in education and training. In the 
Philippines, despite a 6.3-percent average economic growth from 2010 to 2016 and improving 
employment figures, the country’s youth continue to bear the brunt of unemployment, accounting for 
almost half of those unemployed. One of the persisting challenges has been job-skills mismatch. This, 
however, is only a symptom of a complex mix of (1) ill-equipped training/education institutions, (2) low 
employer perception of the capabilities of young workers, (3) weak signaling mechanisms in the labor 
market, (4) dearth in private sector investment in training and standards setting, and (5) poor human 
capital planning at the local and national levels. 
 
 



  

 
In response, the Philippine Business for Education (PBEd) with funding support from the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) is implementing YouthWorks PH – a five-year project 
which aims to make education and training more responsive to the needs of the economy by working 
with the government, industry and academe to provide opportunities to youth not in education, 
employment or training (NEET). The project aims to achieve the following objectives: 
 

1. Improved access to quality training and employment for youth NEET; and 
2. Increased government, industry and academe collaboration on workforce development 

(WFD). 
 
To achieve these objectives, YouthWorks PH will leverage its links to industry and its partnerships with 
academe and government to strengthen and expand upskilling pathways for youth NEET, providing 
them increased opportunities for relevant learning and for gainful employment, and enabling them to 
share in and contribute to the country’s economic growth.  
 
These efforts will support and contribute to the attainment of USAID Philippines’s Country 
Development Cooperation Strategy (CDCS) particularly Development Objective 1: Broad-based and 
inclusive growth accelerated and sustained through strengthening of higher education and workforce 
development systems. This is achieved through (1) the development of relevant and quality workforce 
development programs especially for marginalized, at-risk youth who are not in education, 
employment or training, and (2) strengthened industry-academe linkages for youth employment, 
innovation and entrepreneurship. 
  
The project likewise supports the attainment of Development Objective 2: Peace and stability in conflict 
affected areas in Mindanao. The project works to strengthen local governance and increase civic 
engagement for peace and development, as it operates in the following Cities Development Initiative 
(CDI) sites: Cagayan de Oro (Misamis Oriental), Zamboanga City, and General Santos City (South 
Cotabato). This enables YouthWorks PH to engage directly with at-risk youth, given findings that 
“individuals with secondary education who are unemployed or underemployed have the highest risk of 
becoming radicalized.1” 
  
The project also supports the Partnerships for Growth (PFG) initiative signed by the governments of the 
Republic of the Philippines (PH) and the United States (US), which aims to mobilize resources of both 
governments to address serious constraints to inclusive and broad-based economic growth and 
development in the Philippines. It focuses on improving the quality of education and training of Filipino 
youth for middle and high level skills through private sector investments. 
 

III. YouthWorks PH Policy Research Grant 
 
 
                                                             
1 De Silva (2017). Role of Education in Prevention of Violent Extremism. World Bank Report. 



  

 
One key output contributing to the achievement of the project outcomes is to develop an enabling 
policy environment that support youth employability through policy advocacy and reform both at the 
national and local government levels. Towards this end, YouthWorks PH will implement advocacy 
activities geared to improve workforce development programs, by reviewing and amending existing 
policies on youth employability and where needed, enacting new measures to address issues on youth 
joblessness. These advocacy activities will engage state agencies on education, employment, and 
technical and vocational skills development to establish mechanisms and implement measures to 
support youth employability.  
 
To support the refinement of interventions and to provide a knowledge base for advocacy efforts, 
YouthWorks PH will endeavor to fill gaps in quantitative and qualitative studies of youth NEET in the 
Philippines through policy research. These will inform training initiatives while, in parallel, shaping 
sustainability initiatives to ensure longer-term impact. Learnings will then be socialized with and 
advocated to key leaders in industry, academe and government at the national and local levels, 
surfacing champions from within the sectors to push for necessary policy reforms. 
 
The YouthWorks PH policy research grant is envisioned to be a progressive evidence-building 
mechanism and a venue for theoretical and practical discourse between government, industry and the 
academe. From 2018-2022, series of research and discussion papers shall conceptualized and consulted 
through roundtable discussions (RTDs) and policy forums, and released and disseminated through 
publication. 
 

IV. Research Grant for Consortia, Academic / Higher Education Institutions, Policy Think 
Tanks and Research Agencies 

 
YouthWorks PH is calling for interested research consortia, higher education institutions, research 
agencies and policy think tanks to apply for the YouthWorks PH Policy Research Grant. Entities may 
choose to apply by individually and by theme. Special consideration will be given to a research 
consortium involving three (3) or more academic institutions or HEIs and independent organizations. 
 
Research topics for the grant are preferably but not exclusively focused on the four (4) key themes 
identified. Research themes and recommended research questions for the YouthWorks PH policy 
research grant are further discussed in the succeeding section. Each research question equates to one 
discussion paper to be published under the theme. Also, the roundtable discussions (RTD) and potential 
publication dates of the discussion papers are strategically plotted during the 5-year implementation 
period. 
 
THEME 1: Youth NEET in the Philippines 
 
Discussion Paper No. 1: Who are the Youth NEET in the Philippines today? Are they computed and 

monitored the same way across agencies? 



  

 
Discussion Paper No. 2: What is cost of the youth being NEET and what are the societal returns of investing 

(ROI) in them? 
 
THEME 2: The Training and Skilling Landscape of the Philippines  
 
Discussion Paper No. 3: What is the profile of training and skilling programs available (with a focus on the 

six YW growth sectors)? 

Discussion Paper No. 4: Do higher skills lead to higher pay? Do National Certifications (NCs) matter? 

THEME 3: Industry Participation in Training and Skilling  

Discussion Paper No. 5: What are the existing local and global practices in in-company training? What 
policies incentivize (or disincentivize) investments of industry in training? 

Discussion Paper No. 6: What are other avenues to tightly couple industry and academe as compared 
existing practices? 

Discussion Paper No. 7: Study and analysis of “sector skills councils”  in the Philippines, drawing from 
global practices (India, UK, Singapore) 

THEME 4: Career Guidance and School-to-Work Transition 

Discussion Paper No. 8: What are the existing platforms and mechanisms for career guidance available 
to students throughout the education continuum? 

Discussion Paper No. 9: How can the LMI be better integrated in career guidance and career education? 

 
V. Key Deliverables 

 
Specifically, the YouthWorks PH Policy Research Grant requires the delivery of nine (9) discussion 
papers and the conduct of corresponding RTDs and policy forum participated by high-level 
stakeholders and subject-matter experts in the government, industry and academe.  
 
By the end of the grant period, one (1) consolidated report with comprehensive policy 
recommendations shall be released and published to mark the culmination of the YouthWorks PH 
policy research series. A series-closing academic conference shall be convened to present, discuss and 
validate the findings and results of the series. Breakdown of key deliverables and timelines are outlined 
below: 
 



  

 
Theme Key Deliverables Timeline 

 

1. Youth NEET in the 
Philippines 

1st RTD January 2019 

Discussion Paper No. 1 April 2019 

2nd RTD July 2019 

Discussion Paper No. 2 October 2019 

 

2. The Training and Skilling 
Landscape of the Philippines 

3rd  RTD January 2020 

Discussion Paper No. 3 April 2020 

4th RTD July 2020 

Discussion Paper No. 4 October 2020 

 

 

3. Industry Participation in 
Training and Skilling  

5th   RTD January 2021 

Discussion Paper No. 5 April 2021 

6th  RTD July 2021 

Discussion Paper No. 6 October 2021 

7th RTD January 2022 

Discussion Paper No. 7 April 2022 

 

4. Career Guidance and 
School-to-Work Transition 

8th RTD July 2022 

Discussion Paper No. 8 October 2022 

9th RTD January 2023 

Discussion Paper No. 9 April 2023 

 Series-closing academic conference  July 2023 

 YouthWorks PH Policy Research Series 
Consolidated Report 

October 2023 



  

 
 

VI. Management Arrangement and Workplan  
 
General Provisions: 
 
1. The successful applicant shall assign a Research Manager who will directly supervise the assigned 

research team and who will liaise closely with the Policy and Advocacy Manager of YouthWorks PH 
throughout the duration of the grant period to ensure the timely implementation and execution of 
the work plan. 
 

2. In case the grantee is a research consortium, this shall be led by a Lead Research Institution (LRI), 
which will enter into a grant agreement on behalf of the Research Consortium. The LRI shall as well 
enter into sub-grant agreements with the Consortium members. The roles and responsibilities of 
the LRI and the members of the consortium shall be agreed upon and outlined in a Master Research 
Agreement (MRA). The research consortium shall be led by a Consortium Director who is a resident 
at the LRI and shall liaise closely with the Policy and Advocacy Manager of YouthWorks PH 
throughout the duration of the grant period to ensure the timely implementation and execution of 
the work plan. 

 
3. Bi-annual alignment meetings shall be organized and monthly accomplishment reports shall be 

submitted by the successful applicant to YouthWorks PH to ensure regular coordination on the 
implementation of the work plan. 

 
4. YouthWorks PH, through the Policy and Advocacy Manager, shall provide overall supervisory and 

general administrative support to the successful applicant, including monitoring and follow-ups on 
key deliverables and time frame, timely provision of activity budget and professional fees, and 
substantive inputs on the process and outputs of the research grant. 

 
5. The successful applicant shall propose the most appropriate research design and framework for 

analysis based on budget, time, data, and social and political constraints, among others and shall 
be agreed upon and approved by YouthWorks PH. 

 
6. The successful applicant may be requested to work and align with the subaward contractor/partner 

for Monitoring Evaluation and Learning (MEL), through the YouthWorks PH MEL Specialist, as 
needed, to ensure that there are no overlaps in the scope of work, efficiency in implementation, and 
complementarity in findings and recommendations. 
 

7. The successful applicant may be requested to present findings of the study in other YouthWorks PH, 
PBEd or USAID organized events. 

 



  

 
Relationship Between Parties 
 
1. The relationship of the successful applicant to YouthWorks PH and Philippine Business for 

Education (PBED) shall be that of a grantee. At no time shall the grantee hold herself out as being 
an officer or employee of YouthWorks PH, PBED, USAID or any Affiliate.  

 
2. Unless as expressly specified in writing, the grantee shall not hold herself out as the agent of 

YouthWorks PH, PBED, or any Affiliate and the grantee shall not have any authority to conclude any 
contracts on behalf of YouthWorks PH, PBED, or any Affiliate or to enter into any legally binding 
commitment on its or their behalf.  

 
Intellectual Property Rights 
 
1. If the grantee shall, during the period of this grant, create, produce or develop any idea, method, 

invention, discovery, design or other work either in the course of this grant or relating to or capable 
of being used in those aspects of the business(es) of  YouthWorks PH, PBED, or those of its Affiliates, 
the grantee shall promptly disclose full details thereof to YouthWorks PH.  

 
2. Under this guidelines and terms of reference, the grantee agrees on joint / shared ownership of the 

intellectual property developed under this research grant. Further, YouthWorks, PBEd and USAID 
obtains a broad license to use such intellectual property in any legal purpose beneficial to the 
organizations. For patentable intellectual property, if the grantee fails to pursue patent protection, 
YouthWorks PH, PBEd and USAID has a right to step in to seek such protection. 

 
3. The successful applicant / grantee must have an executed agreement prior to the award of the 

research grant for the sharing of the intellectual property as a result of the collaborative and joint 
research work. YouthWorks PH, PBEd and USAID may also use the research output in any legal 
purpose beneficial to the organizations. 

 
Confidentiality 
 
1. The grantee shall neither during the period of the grant, (except in the proper performance of the 

services as specified) nor at any time after its termination (without limit), directly or indirectly: (a) 
use for her own purposes or those of any other person, firm, company or other organization 
whatsoever; or (b) disclose to any person, firm, company or other organization whatsoever; any 
trade secrets or confidential information relating or belonging to YouthWorks PH, PBED or any 
Affiliates, including but not limited to:  

  
(a) information which is unique to YouthWorks PH, PBED, or any Affiliates;  

  
 



  

 

(b) technical information and know-how relating to the processes and operations devised, 
owned or used by YouthWorks PH, PBED, or any Affiliates;  

  
(c) lists and contact details of beneficiaries, donors, charity and corporate partners, and 

governmental and inter-governmental contacts and details of contracts or 
arrangements with any of the aforesaid;  

  
(d) financial reports and budgets;  

  
(e) any information not generally known to the public;  

  
(f) personal or other information relating to an employee, volunteer, officer, consultant, 

beneficiary, collaborator, donor, charity, governmental, intergovernmental or corporate 
partner of YouthWorks PH, PBED or any Affiliates;  

 
(g) any document marked “confidential”, “proprietary” (or similar) or any information which 

the partner has been told is confidential or which he might reasonably expect 
YouthWorks PH, PBED  or any Affiliates would regard as confidential;  

  
(h) any information which YouthWorks PH, PBED or any Affiliates, or its or their beneficiaries, 

donors or partners may wish to protect by patent or copyright, or by keeping it secret or 
confidential; and  

  
(i) information which may affect the value or impact of the work of YouthWorks PH, PBED 

or any Affiliates. 
 
2. The grantee shall not at any time during the period of this research grant make any notes, 

summaries or memoranda or take any copies of any document or information stored on any hard 
or portable disk or other information-storing medium relating to any matter within the scope of 
YouthWorks PH, PBED or any Affiliates' business, dealings or affairs otherwise than for the benefit 
of YouthWorks PH, PBED or any Affiliate. All such Company Information shall remain at all times the 
property of YouthWorks PH and shall be returned to YouthWorks PH in any event, on the 
termination / conclusion of the grant.  

 
Conflict of Interest 
 
1. The grantee is required to disclose potential and/or actual conflict of interest to YouthWorks PH. A 

potential or actual conflict of interest may exist where the grantee and/or the individuals employed  



  

 
by the grantee for this research grant has different, and potentially conflicting, duties or 
relationships with respect to the mandates and business operation of YouthWorks PH, PBEd and 
USAID. 

 
2. All conflicts of interest on the part of the grantee or individuals employed by the grantee for this 

research grant must be resolved prior to the award of the grant. YouthWorks PH, PBEd and USAID 
maintains that all grants must be free of any conflicts of interest that could bias the research. 

 
3. For the purpose of this research grant, conflict of interest may include but not limited to the 

following areas:  
 
(a) abuse of authority for personal advantage; personal or business involvement with the 

YouthWorks PH, PBED and/or USAID or its competitors/customers/suppliers;  
(b) business transactions for the grant with relatives and personal friends;  
(c) disclosure of research results, data, and other pertinent information outside of 

YouthWorks PH, PBED and/or USAID associates;  
(d) unauthorized disbursement of funds;  
(e) use of YouthWorks PH, PBED and/or USAID resources, information and data for 

personal gain;  
(f) giving out of confidential information for personal gain, and;  
(g) acceptance of gifts and bribes and other activities that are prejudicial to the interest of 

YouthWorks Ph, PBED and/or USAID. 
 
Termination  
 
1. YouthWorks PH shall be entitled to terminate the research grant and discontinue release of funds 

with immediate effect (and without any notice) if the grantee:  
 

(a) commits a serious breach of any of his/her obligations under this grant;  
(b) neglects or refuses to provide the services and deliverables as specified;  
(c) acts in any way which materially prejudices the interests of YouthWorks PH, PBED or 

any Affiliate; 
(d) is incapable of providing the services as required by reason of ill health or other 

incapacity (whether accidental or otherwise) for a continuous period of 3 weeks when 
the services related to this grant are requested or would otherwise have been 
requested but for the grantee’s ill health or incapacity; or  
 
 



  

 
(e) fails, or continues to fail, to provide the services as required of this research grant to the 

standards or to the timelines reasonably required by YouthWorks PH, after having been 
notified in writing by YouthWorks PH of the relevant standards and timescales.  

  
2. YouthWorks PH reserves the right to terminate the grant and discontinue release of funds in case 

of exhaustion and/or non-availability of funds. 
 

3. On the termination of this research grant, the grantee shall deliver to YouthWorks PH all 
documents, papers, disks, drawings, software, reports, passes, keys, equipment and property of 
any sort belonging to YouthWorks PH, PBED or any Affiliate which may be in the grantee’s 
possession or under her control.  

 
 
 
Work Plan and General Scope of Work 
 
1. The successful applicant / grantee is generally responsible for the implementation of activities 

related to the publication of discussion papers and the conduct of roundtable discussions (RTD) 
and/or policy forums on a per theme basis or for the whole series.  

 
1.1. For the publication of nine (9) discussion papers and one (1) consolidated research 
report, the grantee is expected to perform and shoulder all cost related to data 
gathering, report writing, proofreading, copy-editing, graphic design and lay-out and 
such other costs related  to the publication. 
 
1.2. For the conduct of nine (9) roundtable discussions (RTD) and/or policy forums and 
one (1) series closing academic conference, the grantee is expected to: 
 

1.2.1.  Invite and ensure the attendance of scholars, practitioners, leaders and 
key staff of relevant government agencies, researchers, representatives from the 
industry and private sector, YouthWorks PH, PBED and USAID staff and partners, 
among others. The list and number of invitees shall be discussed and agreed 
upon between the grantee and YouthWorks PH. 
 
1.2.2. The grantee shall be responsible for the venue and all related logistical 

and administrative concerns in the conduct of the RTDs and the series closing 



  

academic conference. Venue and logistical arrangements shall be discussed and 
agreed upon between the grantee and YouthWorks PH.  

 
2. A detailed work plan shall be developed by the grantee and agreed upon with YouthWorks PH. The 

work plan shall be based on the timeline indicated in the key deliverables section of this guidelines 
and ToR and shall be strictly followed throughout the duration of the research grant. 

 

VII. Grant Amount and Disbursement of Funds 
 

Applicants may apply on a per theme basis or as a whole series research grant in consideration of the 
proposed budget and schedule of disbursement outlined below. Applications and proposals in excess 
shall be automatically disqualified. 
 
For applicants applying on a per theme basis, the grant amount and schedule of disbursement will be 
as follows: 
 

Theme Grant Amount Schedule of Disbursement 

 

1. Youth NEET in the 
Philippines 

 

PHP 900,000 

30% First Tranche upon signing of the 
contract 

35% Second Tranche upon release of 1st 
Discussion Paper  

35% Last Tranche upon release of 2nd 
Discussion Paper  

 

2. The Training and Skilling 
Landscape of the Philippines 

 

PHP 900,000 

30% First Tranche upon signing of the 
contract 

35% Second Tranche upon release of 3rd 
Discussion Paper  

35% Last Tranche upon release of 4th 
Discussion Paper  



  

 

 

 

3. Industry Participation in 
Training and Skilling  

 

 

 

PHP 1,300,000 

25% First Tranche upon signing of the 
contract 

25% Second Tranche upon release of 5th   
Discussion Paper  

25% Third Tranche upon release of 6th 
Discussion Paper  

25% Last Tranche upon release of 7th 
Discussion Paper 

 

4. Career Guidance and 
School-to-Work Transition 
and,  

 

Series closing academic 
conference and 
consolidated research 
report 

 

PHP 1,300,000 

25% First Tranche upon signing of the 
contract 

25% Second Tranche upon release of 8th   
Discussion Paper  

25% Third Tranche upon release of 9th 
Discussion Paper  

25% Last Tranche upon release of the 
Consolidated Research Report 

 
For applicants applying for the whole policy research grant, the grant amount and schedule of 
disbursement will be as follows: 
 
Total Grant Amount - PHP 4.4 million 
 
Schedule of Disbursement: 
 

Tranche % of total grant 
amount 

Milestone / Deliverable 

1st 20% Upon signing of the contract (December 2018) 
2nd 20% Upon release of Discussion Paper No. 3 (April 2020) 
3rd 20% Upon release of Discussion Paper No. 6 (October 2021) 
4th 20% Upon release of Discussion Paper No. 8 (October 2022) 

Last 20% Upon release of  Consolidated Research Report (October 2023) 



  

 

VIII. Counterpart and Unallowable Costs 
 

Grantees are required to provide counterpart cost of at least 10 percent of the total research grant as 
part of the grant application process. This should be detailed in the budget and budget narrative. 
Counterpart cost can be in the form of cash or in-kind.  
 
Cash counterpart cost: The grantee’s cash outlay, including the outlay of the money contributed to the 
grantee by third parties.  
 
In-kind counterpart cost: Non-cash contributions in the form of real property, equipment, supplies, 
and other expendable property, and the value of goods and services benefitting and specifically 
identifiable to the program.  
 
Further, the following project/activity costs are not eligible for support by YouthWorks PH Policy 
Research Grant:  
 

1. Cost related to fund-raising events  
2. Advertising costs 
3. Costs of promotional items and memorabilia, including gifts and souvenirs  
4. Alcoholic beverages  
5. Costs of amusement, social activities, and ceremonials  
6. Membership in any country club or social or dining club  
7. Contributions and donations  
8. Fines and penalties  
9. Interest and other financial costs  
10. Legal proceedings  
11. Lobbying and political activity costs  

 
IX. Selection Criteria 

 
Applicants for the Youthworks PH Policy Research Grant shall be evaluated based on the following 
selection criteria: 

1. Experience and Capability – 30 percent 
2. Qualification of Institution/Agency and the Personnel to be assigned to the research – 20 

percent 
3. Plan of Research and Methodology – 30 percent 
4. Soundness of financial proposal – 20 percent 

 



  

X. Submission of Applications and Selection Process 
 
Applications must be emailed to hecamua@pbed.ph no later than 5:00pm of 14 December 2018. 
Late proposals will not be considered, regardless of the reason. Please indicate on the subject of the 
email Application: YouthWorks Policy Research Grant 
 
All applications submitted within the set deadline will undergo a screening process set below:  
 

1. Applications are subjected to an initial screening by checking and verifying the eligibility 
requirement and ensuring completeness of the required documentation. Applications that 
are submitted late and incomplete will not be considered for further review.  
 

2. Applications that passed the initial screening will undergo an impartial review and 
evaluation using the set of criteria describe on this application guideline and ToR. The 
review will be done by the YouthWorks PH evaluation committee. 

 
3. The evaluation committee will come up with shortlisted highest rated applications. 

 
4. YouthWorks PH in consultation with PBEd and/or USAID will decide on which applications 

to approve.  
 

5. YouthWorks PH will notify successful applicants by email.  
 

 


